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**Prone Breast System**

**RT-6025 Prone Breast System**
The Bionix Prone Breast System is one of the most popular products in the line of comfortable patient positioning devices. The Prone Breast System features a foam cushion set designed to attach to the T-Form Multi-Treatment Base, which can also be used with the Pelvis/Belly PLUS System cushion set.

**Features:**
- Utilizes prone positioning for breast treatment to deliver less irradiation to the chest wall, lung, and cardiac tissue.
- Available in two height options; 23cm and 15cm.
- Massage-style face cushion supports the head with openings for air flow.
- Reversible, carbon fiber breast bridge holds the contralateral breast comfortably out of the treatment field.
- New hand rest with multiple indexing hand positions.
- Comfortable foam design cradles the patient during treatment cycle.
- Lightweight design; total weight (including T-Form Multi-Treatment Base) is 18 pounds.
- Available as a system with T-Form Multi-Treatment Base, or as a Cushion Set (RT-6025-10), for those customers with a Multi-Treatment Base from the Pelvis/Belly System.
- Locks down onto most treatment couches.

**Included:**
- 15° Contralateral Breast Wedge Insert

**Accessories**
- RT-6125 Box of 50 disposable face covers.
- RT-8000 Multi-Treatment Storage Cart
- RT-7010 Carbon Fiber SecureFit™ Bar Varian Exact
- RT-5018 Elekta™ Bar, RT-5016 Siemens Bar
- RT-5012A SecureFit™ Bar Varian Exact

Indexable sliding bar allows for off-center treatments.

Made in the U.S.A.